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Abstract 
In this thesis, we propose a partially-blurred-image classification and analysis frame-
work for automatically detecting images containing blurred regions and recognizing 
the blur types for those regions without performing blur kernel estimation and im-
age deblurring. 
Our method attempts to tackle two major problems. One is blur detection with 
simultaneous extraction of blurred regions. The result in this step provides useful 
high-level regional information, facilitating a variety of region-based image appli-
cations, such as content-based image retrieval, object-based image compression, 
video object extraction, image enhancement, and image segmentation. It can also 
serve as one of the criteria of measuring the quality of the captured images. 
The second objective of our method is to automatically classify the detected 
blur regions into two types: near-isotropic blur (including out-of-focus blur) and 
directional motion blur. We classify image blur into these two classes because they 
are most commonly studied in the image restoration field. The classified blur images 
also easily find applications in motion analysis and image restoration. 
We develop several blur features modeled by image color, gradient, and spec-
trum information, and use feature parameter training to robustly classify blurred 
images. In our system, blur detection and blur type classification are achieved in 
two steps. First, blurred images with blurry regions are detected from the given 
images. In this step, we make use of a combination of three features, namely, Local 
Power Spectrum Slope, Gradient Histogram Span, and Maximum Saturation. Sec-
ond, directional motion blurred regions are distinguished from out-of-focus blurred 
i 
regions. We introduce another feature, i.e., Local Autocorrelation Congruency, in 
this step. 
Our blur detection is based on image patches, making region-wise training and 
classification in a single image efficient. We extensively experiment with train-
ing and testing data with manually labelled patches, and use them to measure the 
accuracy of our patch classification algorithm. We also apply our algorithm to rank-
ing the confidence of blur in the image level. Finally, our algorithm is applied to 
solving the problem of partially blurred image segmentation. Experiments show 
that our method works satisfactorily on challenging image data, which establishes a 
technical foundation for solving several computer vision problems, such as motion 
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Images are produced to record or display useful information. However, in many 
cases, the recorded image represents a blurred or partially blurred version of the 
original scene. During previous a few decades, blur related topics have been inves-
tigated extensively in the field of computer vision and image processing, including 
image deblurring, blind deconvolution, depth from focus, etc. 
Blurring is a form of bandwidth reduction of an ideal image caused by an imper-
fect image formation process [3, 4，5, 6]. It can be due to relative motion between 
the camera and the original scene, or by an optical system that is out of focus. 
When arial photographs are produced for the remote sensing purposes, blurs are 
introduced by atmospheric turbulence, aberrations in optical system, and relative 
motion between the camera and the ground. Such blurring is not confined to optical 
images. For example, electron micrographs are corrupted by spherical aberrations 
of the electron lenses, and CT scans suffer from X-ray scatter. 
In addition to these blurring effects, noise always corrupts any recorded im-
age. Noise may be introduced by the medium through which the image is created 
(random absorption or scatter effects), by the recording medium (sensor noise), by 
measurement errors due to the limited accuracy of the recording system, and by 
quantization of the data for digital storage. 
One of the popular classifications of blurring is based on the formation of the 
1 
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image recording model. To be more specifically, the blur can be classified to spa-
tially invariant and spatially variant types. Spatially invariant blur means that the 
blur is independent of the position. That is, a blurred object will look the same 
regardless of its position in the image. Spatially variant blur means that the blur 
depends on the position. That is, an object in an observed image may look different 
if its position is changed. 
Another classification method is based on blur formation, and is normally clas-
sified into two types: motion blur and focal blur. For motion blurred images, there 
are mainly two types of motion blur exist. As shown in Fig. 1.1，the blur in the left 
picture is caused by the camera motion where the image is fully blurred by the cam-
era vibration, while the right one is an example where the relative motion between 
the bus and the camera causes the blur and the background is still clear. Normally, 
the camera motion blur, without camera rotation, as shown in Fig. 1.1(a), can be 
regarded as a spatially invariant blur, whereas the object motion blur, as shown in 
Fig. 1.1(b) should be regarded as spatially variant blur. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.1: Two types of motion blur, (a) Camera motion blur, (b) Object motion 
blur. 
On the other hand, for focal blurred images, there are also mainly two types 
of blurriness. Two examples are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The left one is fully focal 
blurred, with none of the objects in the scene is clear. The auto-focus functionality 
of a digital camera is not always robust. Photographs taken with auto-focus setting 
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can still result in out-of-focus images. For some photos, such as that in Fig. 1.2(a), 
the entire image is out of focus, which may result from the complete failures of the 
auto-focus function when the object is too near to the camera lens. Fig. 1.2(b) is 
one example of low Depth of Field (DoF) images, which are generated through an 
important photographic technique commonly used to assist readers in understanding 
the depth information within a 2D photograph. For this kind of partially blurred 
photos, only objects with their distance between the camera falling into the range 
of depth of field will remain sharp, while all others will have out-of-focus blur in 
varying degrees. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2: Two types of focal blurred images, (a) Fully focal blurred image, (b) 
Low Depth of Field image, with partially focal blurred regions. 
In this thesis, we focus on detecting and analyzing partially blurred images, such 
as Fig. 1.1(b) and Fig. 1.2(b), and propose a novel method to automatically detect 
blurred images, extract possible blurred regions, and further classify them into two 
categories, i.e., near-isotropic blur and directional motion blur. 
Our method attempts to tackle two major problems. One is blur detection with 
simultaneous extraction of blurred regions. The result in this step provides useful 
high-level regional information, facilitating a variety of region-based image appli-
cations, such as content-based image retrieval, object-based image compression, 
video object extraction, image enhancement, and image segmentation. It can also 
serve as one of the criteria of measuring the quality of captured images. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1.3: Two image examples with (a) motion blurred regions and (b) out-of-
focus blurred regions. 
The second objective of our method is to automatically classify the detected 
blur regions into two types: near-isotropic blur (including out-of-focus blur) and 
directional motion blur. We classify image blur into these two classes because they 
are most commonly studied in image restoration. The blur classified images also 
easily find applications in motion analysis and image restoration. Two partial-blur-
image examples are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. 
Although topics of image blur analysis have attracted much attention in recent 
years, most previous work focuses on solving the deblurring problem. General blur 
detection, on the contrary, is seldom explored and is still far from practical. Rugna 
et al. [7] introduced a learning method to classify blurry or non-blurry regions in 
one input image. This method is based on an observation that blurry regions are 
more invariant to low pass filtering. In our experiments, we find that only using 
this information is not sufficient for designing a reliable classifier. Different blur 
measures should be combined in order to achieve high-quality blur detection. This 
method also does not distinguish blur types. 
Utilizing the statistics of gradient information along different directions, the 
method in [1] builds an energy function based on the inferred blur kernel in order to 
segment image into blur/nonblur layers. This method only discovers motion blurred 
regions by inferring directional blur kernels. Other blur estimation methods, such 
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as the one proposed in [8], only provide a measure of blur extent, which cannot be 
directly used to discriminate blurry against non-blurry regions. 
In this thesis, we present a new blur detection and analysis method for automati-
cally extracting blurry regions by combining specifically designed blur features rep-
resented by spectral, gradient, and color information, respectively. Then we use the 
direction information of local autocorrelation function, which evaluates how well a 
local window in a blur region matches a spatially-shifted version of itself, to fur-
ther discriminate the type of blur. In our blur classification, no blind deconvolution, 
which may involve complex kernel estimation, is performed. 
Our features are extracted in local regions using the color-structure information 
relative to that collected globally in each image. This process is based on a key 
thought: if we directly use the image color information for each local region, it is 
hard to define a threshold for classification due to the variation of natural image 
structures. We, thus, take account of the relative information between the patch and 
the image, which makes our feature analysis reliable in regard to the color-structure 
diversity in natural images. Extensive experiments show that our method works 
satisfactorily with challenging image data. 
Chapter 2 
Related Work and System Overview 
During the last few decades, blurred image related topics have been investigated 
intensely in the field of computer vision and image processing, such as image de-
blurring, blind deconvolution, depth from focus, etc. In this chapter, we first review 
related work of three most related topics, i.e. blur detection, image deblurring, and 
low Depth of Field (DoF) image auto-segmentation. Then an overview of our sys-
tem is given. 
2.1 Previous Work in Blur Analysis 
We reviewe, in this chapter, three most related topics of our problem, i.e. blur detec-
tion, image deblurring, and low Depth of Field (DoF) image auto-segmentation. All 
of those topics deal with problems related with blurry photographs. So all of them 
need to analyze the formation, characteristics, and many aspects of blurry photos, 
and utilize special properties of blurry photos in order to tackle their problems. In 
the following, we will give some brief introduction of those methods. 
2.1.1 Blur detection and estimation 
In the topic of blur detection and estimation, previous approaches aim at measuring 
blur extent of edges and are based on the analysis of edge sharpness. They aim at 
measuring the sharpness or blurriness of edges in an image, which can be useful 
6 
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for a number of applications in image processing, such as checking the focus of 
a camera lens, helping to identify shadows whose edges are often less sharp than 
object edges, the separation of variations in illumination from the reflectance of the 
objects in an image, known as intrinsic image extraction, and in-focus areas vs. 
out-of-focus areas in an image. 
For example, a non-reference perceptual blur metric is presented in [9，10], in 
order to measure the perceptural blur in an image or a video sequence. This metric is 
defined in the spatial domain as the spread of the edges, and blur is measured as the 
average edge width along vertical edges. Chuang et al. [11] extended this idea by 
first fitting gradient magnitude along edge direction to a normal distribution. Then 
the standard deviation of this distribution, together with gradient magnitude, are 
combined into a weighted average and regarded as the blur measure. The standard 
deviation describes the width of the edge, and the edge magnitude helps make the 
blur measure more reliable. The weight is calculated from the contrast of the input 
image and needs no manual inputs. 
Elder and Zucker [8] proposed a method for edges detection and blur estimation, 
which modeled focal blur by a Gaussian blur kernel and calculated the response us-
ing the first and second order derivative steerable Gaussian basis filters [12]. There-
fore, focal blur is estimated by the thickness of object contours. This method utilizes 
local scale control for local estimation at each point of the image, localizes edges 
over a broad range of blur scale and contrast and requires no input parameters other 
than the second moment of the sensor noise. It is proved to be useful in estimation 
of blur in complex images, where the smoothness assumptions underlying Fourier 
methods for blur estimation do not apply and the potential for interference between 
nearby edges of very different blur scale requires that estimates be made at the min-
imum reliable scale. 
Zhang and Bergholm [13] defined Gaussian Difference Signature for multi-scale 
blur estimation and edge type classification in scene analysis. This signature func-
tions similarly to the first-order derivative of Gaussian, in order to measure the 
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degree of diffuseness introduced by out-of-focus objects and classify edges into 
"diffuse" or "sharp". This classification is useful for scene understanding, pro-
vide a measure of depth, and can be used qualitatively for detecting occluding and 
occluded edge contours and segmentation purposes. After that, edges are further 
labeled with a profile type, including step edge, diffuse step edge, bar edge, diffuse 
bar edge, line edge and diffuse line edge. The classification results can contribute 
to better understanding of physical properties in the world. 
Note that all these methods assume that the Point Spread Function (PSF) is 
modeled by a Gaussian blur filter. They cannot be applied to detecting ubiquitous 
non-Gaussian blur. However, we inspired from these method the correlation be-
tween edge sharpness, directional edge sharpness and the degree of blurriness. 
2.1.2 Image deblurring 
Normally, the process of image deblurring can be divided into two major steps. One 
is image restoration, the other is blind deconvolution. The field of image restoration 
(sometimes referred to as image deconvolution) is concerned with the reconstruc-
tion or estimation of the uncorrupted image from a blurred and noisy one. In order 
to perform the image deconvolution, the characteristics of the degrading system and 
the noise are assumed to be known as a priori. However, in practical situations, this 
information may not be able to obtain directly from the image formation process, 
which leads to another topic - blur identification. The goal of blur identification is to 
estimate the attributes of the imperfect imaging system from the observed degraded 
image itself prior to the restoration process. The combination of image restora-
tion and blur identification is often referred to as blind image deconvolution [14]. 
Fig. 2.1 gives an illustration of the general steps involved in the process of image 
deblurring. 
There have been various restoration filters proposed in the previous study of 
image deconvolution. Generally speaking, they can be classified into three classes 
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart of the image deblurring process 
-inverse filter, least-square filter and iterative filter. An inverse filter is a linear 
filter whose point-spread function is the inverse of the blurring function. Since 
the existence of spectral zeros or small values of the original blurring function, the 
inverse filter is notoriously known to introduce excessively amplified noise. 
Two commonly used least-square filters are Wiener Filter [15] and Constrained 
Least-Squares Filter [16]. Wiener Filter chooses the point-spread function to mini-
mize a mean-squared error between the ideal and the restored image. This criterion 
makes the difference between the ideal image and the restored one, i.e. the re-
maining restoration error, as small as possible in average. Thus Wiener filter trades 
off the restoration by inverse filtering and suppression of noise for those frequen-
cies where the frequency components of blur filter approach zero. However, that 
would introduce the "ringing" or "halo" artifacts near edges in the restored image. 
The formation of Constrained Least-Squares Filter is similar to that of the Wiener 
filter, except that it uses another more reasonable function taking account in a sec-
ond smoothness constraint that minimize the high-frequency content of the restored 
image. 
Iterative Filters [6，17, 18] provide ways to handle the situations in which the 
dimension of the image to be restored is very large, or additional priori informa-
tion is available about the restored image. Several optimization algorithms can be 
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used here, such as the steepest descent algorithm and the conjugate gradient algo-
rithm. The most commonly used iterative non-blind deconvolution algorithm is the 
Richardson-Lucy(RL) algorithm [19]. 
The above methods were proposed to solve the classical linear image restoration 
problem, where the PSF is assumed to be known explicitly. Unfortunately, in many 
practical situations, the blur is often unknown, and little information is available 
about the true image. Therefore the true image must be identified directly from 
the observed image by using partial or no information about the blurring process 
and the true image. Such an estimation problem, assuming the linear degradation 
model, is called blind deconvolution. 
There are several motivations behind the use of blind deconvolution for various 
image processing applications. It is often costly, dangerous, or physically impossi-
ble to obtain a priori information about the imaged scene. For example, in applica-
tions like remote sensing and astronomy, it is difficult to statistically model the orig-
inal image or the specific information about scenes never imaged before [20, 21]. In 
addition, the degradation from blurring cannot be accurately specified. In real-time 
imaging, such as medical video-conferencing, the parameters of the PSF cannot be 
pre-determined to instantaneously deblur images [22]. So it is clear that classical 
image restoration methods that assume a known PSF are not suitable for tackling 
many image processing problems. In these cases, an algorithmic approach to com-
bined blur identification and image restoration is required. In this sense, blind de-
convolution is a practical way for image restoration. Indeed, existing research in 
the area [23’ 24, 25] has shown its worth. 
General blind deconvolution techniques incorporate partial information of the 
true image and PSF, e.g. statistical information, physical properties, etc, into an 
optimality criterion, which is minimized or maximized to find the estimates of the 
components (or their inverses). 
The simplest blur identification procedure works as follows: 
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1. Choose a parametric blur model for the PSF. 
• The PSF can be a motion model or an out-of-focus model. 
• Model the PSF as a (small) set of coefficients within a given finite sup-
port. For instance, the blur PSF can be modeled as a square matrix of 
size 20 by 20. 
2, Estimate the parameters in the chosen blur model. 
There have been a large amount of blind deconvolution algorithms proposed. A 
possible classification of those existing algorithms is depicted in Fig. 2.2. 
Techniques for Blind Image 
Deconvolutlon(BID) 
Mult丨frame-based BID Single Image BID Hardware-based BID 
I I �� 
^ ^ I 1 1 I 1 1 1 
I 
A Priori Blur ARMA Parameter Nonparametric Deterministic Image i 
Identification Methods Estimation Methods Constraints Restoration Techniques i 
I I I I I 
、 Deterministic Methods j 
‘ I ^ 1 I 1 I Others 
Variational Methods in Maximum-Likelihood i 
Blind Deconvolution Blur Estimation i 
I I I I i 
Stochastic Methods j 
Figure 2.2: Classification of existing image blind deconvolution techniques. 
In the following，several blur identification algorithms are briefly introduced 
with respect to the order in Fig.2.2. A priori blur identification methods [26, 27] 
perform the blind deconvolution by identifying the PSF prior for restoration. This 
kind of methods identify the PSF separately from the true image, in order to use it 
later with one of the known classical image restoration methods. These methods 
are based on the assumption that a parametric form of the PSF is required to be 
known, such as linear camera motion or an out-of-focus lens system. Then the 
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spectral zero pattern, as well as the blur model, could be estimated from the Fourier 
transform of the observed image. This can be viewed as a blur identification based 
on frequency domain zeros, which is one of the simplest method. An alternative way 
is to compute the 2D cepstrum of the observed image, and infer the blur parameters 
from the spikes of the cepstrum. After the PSF has been completely identified, one 
of the classical restoration techniques is used to estimate the true image. 
ARMA parameter estimation methods modeled the true image as a 2D Auto-
Regressive(AR) process and the PSF as a 2D Moving Average(MA) process. Then 
many methods are used to identifying the ARMA parameters, e.g. Maximum-
likelihood(ML) estimation [28, 29’ 30], Generalized Cross-Validation(GCV) [31], 
Neural Networks [32], and High Order Statistics(HOS) methods [33]. The AR 
model is valid for generally smooth and homogenous true images, but not valid for 
situations in which the true image has abrupt changes in local image characteristics, 
such as edges. Besides, using ML or GCV methods to estimate the parameters may 
converge to local minima. 
Nonparametric deterministic image-based restoration techniques do not assume 
parametric models of either the image or the blur. They add deterministic con-
straints to true images, such as non-negativity, known finite support, and the exis-
tence of blur invariant edges, etc. These methods are iterative and simultaneously 
estimate the pixels of the true image and the PSF (or its inverse). The constraints on 
the true image and PSF are incorporated into an optimality criterion which is mini-
mized using numerical techniques. Commonly used algorithms in this class include 
Iterative Blind Deconvolution (IBD) [34, 35], McCallum's Simulated annealing al-
gorithm [36, 37], Aonnegativity and Support Constraints Recursive Inverse Filtering 
algorithm(NAS-RIF) [38’ 39], and blind superresolution algorithms [40]. 
The blur deconvolution methods mentioned above mainly attempt to impose 
constraints on the image and the PSF in an alternating fashion. In other words, such 
approaches cycle between two (the image and the PSF) estimation steps. In the 
image estimation step, the image is estimated assuming that the PSF is fixed to its 
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last estimate from the PSF estimation step. In the PSF estimation step, the PSF is 
estimated assuming the image fixed to its last estimate from the image estimation 
step. Algorithms of this nature use a deterministic framework to introduce a priori 
knowledge in the form of convex sets, "classical" regularization, regularization with 
anisotropic diffusion functionals, and fuzzy soft constraints, etc. In the following, a 
probabilistic framework of maximum likelihood estimation using EM is reviewed. 
In Maximum-Likelihood(ML) methods [41], the true image and additive noise 
of the imaging system are assumed to be white multivariate Gaussian processes, 
and are uncorrelated. Then, the problem of blind deconvolution becomes that of 
estimating the unknown parameters from the observed blurred image. So the Prob-
ability Density Function(PDF) of the blurred image conditioned on the unknown 
parameters is maximized to get the ML estimate of these parameters. Due to the 
high degree of nonlinearity, the optimization is difficult and is conducted by using 
the Expectation-Maximization(EM) algorithm. 
Variational methods have been recently applied to blind deconvolution prob-
lems. Various distributions are proposed to approximate the probability distribu-
tions of the unknown image, blur, and unknown parameters. Named as ensemble 
learning, Miskin and Mac Kay [42] use gamma priors on the image and blur, and 
gamma distributions as hyperpriors for the unknown parameters of the priors. This 
model assumes that the image pixels are independent identically distributed, thus, 
does not capture the pixel correlation of natural images. Likas and Galatsanos [43] 
use normal distributions on the unknown blur and image and an improper constant 
prior for the unknown parameters. The problem with this hyperprior is that, the 
estimation process relies very sensitively on the amount of observational noise, as 
well as the initial estimates of the unknown parameters. Molina and Mateos [44] 
propose the use of Simultaneous Auto-Regressions(SAR) as prior distributions for 
the image and blur, and gamma distributions for the unknown parameters of the 
priors and the image formation noise. Fergus and Singh [45] adopted the basic idea 
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of Miskin and MacKay [42]. The blur is modeled as a mixture of exponential dis-
tributions and the unknown parameters(the noise variance) is formed as a gamma 
distribution. It is considered as one of the most successful techniques to reduce the 
blurring effect caused by camera shake. 
Although recently many methods have been proposed in image deblurring, most 
of them only tackle spatially-invariant blur, i.e., all pixels in the input image are 
blurred by the same PSF. Some methods [1’ 46’ 47, 48] were proposed to tackle 
the partial blur problem with the help of user interaction or blur kernel assumption. 
For example, a transparency based MAP model is proposed in [46] aims to estimate 
the blur filter from the transparency information of the blurred object boundary. 
For all these methods, if the PSF can be correctly reconstructed, the type of blur is 
also known using the structure of PSF. However, in practice, blind deconvolution 
usually performs unsatisfactorily even by making restrictive assumptions on image 
and kernel structures. It does not handle well partially-blurred images. Besides, 
a visually plausible deconvolution result does not imply that the PSF is correctly 
estimated. These factors make blind deconvolution not a good choice for general 
blur detection in terms of efficiency and accuracy, especially for handling images in 
a large database. 
2.1.3 Low DoF image auto-segmentation 
Another type of blur analysis is low Depth of Field (DoF) image auto-segmentation. 
Low DoF is a photography technique which abstracts the photographer's intention 
by giving a clear focus only on an Object of Interest (OOI). An example of low 
DoF image is shown in Fig. 1.3(b). Many algorithms are proposed for unsupervised 
segmentation of low DoF images. The segmentation method in [49] calculates the 
pixel-wise spatial distribution of the high frequency components in the image and a 
thresholding method is applied thereafter. Similarly, morphological filters are used 
in [2] after extracting regions with large value of Higher Order Statistics (HOS). 
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In [50], localized blind deconvolution is applied to the image to produce a focus 
map, based on which low DoF images can be automatically classified into two 
types of regions: focused foreground or defocused background. In [51], a multi-
scale context-dependent approach is proposed to segment images based on features 
extracted from wavelet coefficients in high frequency bands. 
The afore-mentioned methods for automatic OOI extraction are not suitable for 
our blur detection because they only work on low DoF input images containing 
out-of-focus background. In [52], Low DoF images are detected by calculating a 
low DoF indicator, defined as the ratio of wavelet coefficients in high-frequency of 
the image central regions to that of the whole image. The higher the ratio is, the 
higher probability of low DoF this image is. This method simply assumes that low 
DoF images contain focused object near the center and surrounding pixels are out 
of focus. This method also does not suit our general-purpose blur detection. 
Different from all previous work, in the following sections, we present an uni-
fied framework for blur detection and blur type classification. Our proposed blur 
detector makes use of information of spectral, gradient and color, automatically de-
tects images with partially blurred regions, and further discriminates the types of 
blur inside those blurred regions. 
2.2 System Overview 
Due to the diversity of natural images, in this paper, we propose a learning frame-
work with a training process to detect partially blurred images. These images are 
further classified into two blur types. 
The basic flow chart of our system is given in Fig. 2.3. As shown Fig. 2.3，in our 
system, blur detection and blur type classification are achieved in two steps. After 
the feature extraction, detection of blurred images is first performed, followed by 
the step of blur type classification. 
We also show an extended flow chart of our system in Fig. 2.4. In the step of 
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Figure 2.3: System basic flow chart 
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Figure 2.4: System extended flow chart 
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feature extraction, we extract four kinds of features, namely, Local Power Spectrum 
Slope, Gradient Histogram Span, Maximum Saturation, and Local Autocorrelation 
Congruency. After feature extraction, blur detection is performed. We propose 
using a combination of three features, i.e. Local Power Spectrum Slope, Gradi-
ent Histogram Span, and Maximum Saturation, to model the blur characteristics in 
different ways. Finally, directional motion blurred regions are distinguished from 
out-of-focus blurred regions by using another feature, i.e., Local Autocorrelation 
Congruency. 
In order to handle partial blur, our approach adopts a region-based feature ex-
traction. Specifically, we partition the input image into blocks and analyze features 
in each of them. We show in the following sections that this local representation 
provides reliable blur measures. 
Note that automatic blur detection without really estimating the blur kernels is 
not straightforward. In our system, besides introducing spectral and visual clues, 
we also include analysis of the characteristics of the two blur types, which can 
provide useful clues for designing corresponding features. A detail analysis of the 
relationship between blur direction and edge direction is given in Appendix A. 
Chapter 3 
Blur Features and Classification 
In this chapter, we detail our four blur features and show examples of how these 
features differentiate different blur types. Then the classification method is intro-
duced. 
3.1 Blur Features 
There are four different features developed and combined in our system. These 
features are derived by analyzing the visual and spectral clues from images. 
• Local Power Spectrum Slope. Due to the low-pass-filtering characteristic of 
a blurred region, some high frequency components are lost. So the amplitude 
spectrum slope of a blurred region tends to be steeper than that of an unblurred 
region. 
• Gradient Histogram Span. The distribution of gradient magnitude serves as 
an important visual clue in blur detection. Blurred regions rarely contain 
sharp edges, which results in small gradient magnitude. Accordingly, the 
distributions of the log gradient magnitude for blurred regions should have 
shorter tails than that for other regions. 
• Maximum Saturation. Unblurred regions are likely to have more vivid colors 
than blur regions. The maximum value of saturation in blurred regions is 
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correspondingly expected to be smaller than that in unblurred regions. 
拳 Local Autocorrelation Congruency. If a region is blurred by relative motion 
between an object and the background in a certain direction, all edges of 
the object will be blurred, except those sharing the same direction with the 
motion. This is regarded as another important visual clue in our blur analysis. 
A detail analysis of the relationship between the blur direction and edge di-
rection is given in Appendix A. In our blur description, flat regions, i.e., blocks 
containing absolutely no edge structures, are ambiguous, since they can be inter-
preted as either blur or non-blur. So, in our system, these ambiguous regions are 
automatically removed beforehand. This makes our blur detection reliable for many 
natural images containing, for example, cloudless sky or textureless walls. 
3.1.1 Local Power Spectrum Slope 
We first compute the power spectrum of an image I with size iV x iV by taking the 
squared magnitude after Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 
(3.1) 
where I{u, v) denotes the Fourier transformed image. We then represent the two-
dimensional frequency in polar coordinates, i.e., u 二 f cos0 and v = f sin 6, and 
construct S ( f , 6). According to [53’ 54], by summing the power spectra S over all 
directions 0, S { f ) , using polar coordinates, can be approximated by 
= (3.2) 
e 
where A is an amplitude scaling factor for each orientation and a is the frequency 
exponent, called slope of power spectrum. 




Figure 3.1: Local ap illustration, ctp is calculated in patches with size 17 x 17 
in these examples, (a) and (c) show two natural images, (b) and (d) illustrate the 
corresponding local ap maps where warmer color pixels correspond to pixels with 
larger ap values. 
A number of studies [53，54，55] have demonstrated that, using image-wise com-
putation, the power spectra of most natural images make a ^ 2. A blurred image 
usually has a large a [56, 57] while an unblurred image, contrarily, corresponds to 
a small a. However, a natural image may contain objects with different boundary 
sharpness. Our experiments show that it is not reliable to simply set a threshold to 
a for blur estimation since the value of a varies in different images in a pretty wide 
range. 
In [58], a discrimination experiments showed that human has sufficient ability 
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to discriminate changes in a even using very small image patches. This indicates 
that the blur is not determined by the absolute value of a over the whole image, but 
the relative local-to-global a differences. 
Based on the above observation, we introduce the local and relative blur estima-
tion using the slope of power spectrum a. We first compute o；。’ the global measure 
of the slope of power spectrum for the whole image. Then we compare Qp com-
puted in each local block p with a � . If Qp is much larger than ao, it is quite possible 
that this block is blurred. Our metric qi, accordingly, is given by 
qi = — . (3.3) 
We show in Fig. 3.1 the computed local a^ with patch size 17 x 17. Pixels with 
warmer color indicate higher blur possibility. The a value distribution coincides 
with human visual perception. 
3.1.2 Gradient Histogram Span 
Recent research in natural image modeling [59] has shown that the gradient mag-
nitudes of natural images usually follow a heavy-tailed distribution, which means 
natural images are with primarily small or zero gradient magnitudes. However, in a 
blurred image, since blurred regions usually do not contain too many sharp edges, 
the gradient magnitude distribution should have much of its mass with small or zero 
values. 
For the two input images in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b), the gradient magnitude distribu-
tions for two blurred patches shown in Fig. 3.2(c) and (d) exhibit no apparent tail 
while those for two unblurred regions contain heavy tails as shown in Fig. 3.2(e) 
and (f). 
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Figure 3.2: The distributions of gradient magnitudes and their approximations by 
mixture of Gaussians in patches, (a) One focal blurred image with two patches 
containing blurred and unblurred pixels respectively, (b) One motion blurred image 
with two patches selected similarly, (c) and (e) show the respective distributions of 
gradient magnitudes of the two patches in (a). The original distributions are shown 
in blue whereas the two Gaussian components are illustrated using red curves, (d) 
and (f) show the respective distributions of gradient magnitudes of the two regions 
in (b). 
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We choose to fit the local gradient magnitude distribution by a mixture of two-
component Gaussian model using Expectation-Maximization: 
7roG'(2；; uo, ctq) + niG{x] u^ di) (3.4) 
with mean uq = ui = 0 and variance cr]. > (Jq. The components of the fitted 
Gaussian mixture models are illustrated as red curves in Fig.3.2. The Gaussian 
component with larger variance di is mainly responsible for causing the heavy tail 
in the original distribution. 
However, the value of ai alone is not suitable to be used directly for blur detec-
tion. Different images containing unblurred objects may also have different levels 
of edge sharpness, making ai variant. Thanks to our local patch blur detection 
scheme, the image containing the patch to be processed provides additional global 
information on measuring how the edges are formed and the gradient magnitude 
is distributed. So in computing blur gradient features, So we also adopt relative 
measurement and combine cJi with the structure contrast inside each patch. Specifi-
cally, we give large blur confidence to patches with significant structure contrast but 
relatively small gradient magnitude, which are most likely to be blurred. The local 
contrast is calculated by 
CLmax — L/jYiin 
二 7 ( 3 - 5 ) 
^max ~r ^ rnin 
where Lmax and Lmin denote the maximum and minimum intensity values of all 
pixels in a region. We set the region size as 10 x 10 in our experiments, smaller 
than the size of a patch. Our metric q2 for patch p is defined as 
rcTi 二 (3.6) 
where Cp is calculated as the maximum local contrast C over all structural regions 
inside patch p, e is a small value to prevent dividing by zero. Using our definition, 
q2 will have small response when a patch has large Cp but small ai . Parameter r is 
set to 25 in experiments to balance the scales of cri and Cp. 
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3.1.3 Maximum Saturation 
Beside the information we can get from the photo illuminance, we also analyzed the 
color components. It is observed that blurred pixels tend to have less vivid colors 
than unblurred pixels because of the smoothing effect of the blurring process. The 
illustration of image saturation is shown in Fig.3.3. As we can see that higher 




Figure 3.3: Illustration of color saturation of images, (b) and (d) are the saturation 
map of color images of (a) and (b), respectively. We can see that higher saturation 
values are mainly distributed in sharper regions. 
So we first compute pixel saturation by 
= 1 - + 1 +扔 [ m i n ( / ? , G, B)]. (3.7) 
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Then, within each patch p, we compute saturation Sp for each pixel and find the 
maximum value max(S'p). It will be compared with max(5o), the maximum satu-
ration value of the whole image. Our metric gs is defined as 
3 — max(6'p) - max(5'o) (3 
max(5o) ‘ ‘ 
Noted that, for natural images, max(S'o) should be always larger than zero. 
3.1.4 Local Autocorrelation Congruency 
The image power spectrum is related to the autocorrelation function through the 
Wiener-Khinchin theorem, which states that the auto-correlation function and the 
power spectrum form a Fourier transform pair [60]. So besides the analysis of local 
power spectrum slope in defining feature qi，we further analyze the local autocorre-
lation characteristics of blurred regions. 
The local autocorrelation function [60] is a measure of how well a signal matches 
a time-shifted version of itself. As for an image, it can be interpreted as a measure 
of how well a local window in a blurred region matches a spatially-shifted version 
of itself. In our method, we use the directional information of local autocorrelation 
function to further discriminate the type of blurs inside those detected blur regions. 
The local autocorrelation function at a point (x, y) under a shift (Ax, Ay) in 
image space can be calculated by 
f{x,y) = Vk) - I{xk + Ax, Vk + Ay)]^ , 
ixk,yk)€W 
where VK is a local window centered at point (x, y). Using first-order Taylor expan-
sion to approximate I{xk + Ax, yk + Ay), f{x, y) can be represented using a local 
autocorrelation matrix M: 
f{x,y) ^ [ < [ lx{xk,yk)Jy{xk.yk)]八^ > 
r Ax 
=[Aa;, A^] M ’ where 
[Ay 
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, , I x { ^ k , y k ) Ix{xk,yk)ly{xk.yk) 
M= } ^ . 
{xk,yk)ew [lx{xk, yk)Iy{xk, Vk) lyixk^Vk) . 
When taking a close look at the blurring process, one can notice that the color of 
one pixel is spread to its neighborhood after blurring, increasing its color similarity 
to its neighboring pixels. Besides, the color spreading strategy of each pixel is 
defined by the PSF. So the local autocorrelation function in blurred images, which 
depends on (Aa;, Ay), should also be strongly related to the shape and value of PSF. 
A detail analysis of the relationship between the blur direction and edge direction is 
given in Appendix A. 
In fact, the Harris corner descriptor [61] is closely related to local autocorrela-
tion function by adding a window function when calculating matrix M. If the win-
dow function is binary and rectangular, the two representations are actually identi-
cal. So we adopt the idea of Harris corner detector and calculate matrix M with a 
Gaussian window function to suppress noise. 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can prove that no matter what shape or 
distribution the window function has, the determinant of matrix M is larger than 
or equal to zero, i.e. Det(M) > 0. Equality holds if and only if /^(^fc, Vk) and 
Vk) are linearly dependent for all (xk.yk) e W, i.e. Iy(xk,yk) = /34(工知’ "fc). 
Noted that, scalar (3 actually represents the gradient direction of point (xk.Uk)- So 
this equality condition requires exactly the same gradient direction for all points 
in a local window, which is rarely satisfied for natural images. We could expect 
that Det(M) > 0 always holds, so the contour of local autocorrelation function is 
ellipse-shaped. 
We compute the eigenvalues \i{x^y) and \2{x,y) of M for each pixel {x,y) 
inside an image patch p, where Ai(a:, y) > X2{x, y), and denote their corresponding 
eigenvectors as Vi(x, y) and V2{x, y). The values of the two eigenvalues are pro-
portional to the principal curvatures of the local autocorrelation function and form 
a rotationally invariant description of Matrix M. 
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Figure 3.4: The histograms of weighted eigenvector directions for two sample 
patches, (a) A focal blurred patch, (b) A motion blurred patch, (c) Histograms 
of weighted eigenvector directions of (a) and (b). The blue histogram is for the fo-
cal blurred patch and the red histogram is for the motion blurred patch. Directional 
motion blur produces distinctive peak value. 
To be more specific, the eigenvector 工，y), which corresponds to the smaller 
eigenvalue \2{x, y), represents the major axis direction of the ellipse-shaped con-
tour of a local autocorrelation function at point (x, y). We thus construct a direc-
tional response histogram hist{9) for patch p, where each bin represents one direc-
tion 0 and the value of each bin is the number of pixels with eigenvector V2 along 
direction 0 in patch p, weighted by their ellipse axis ratio \/Xi/X2. One illustration 
is shown in Figure 3.4. In order to use the information of the histogram, we also 
normalize the bin values by dividing the total pixel number in one patch. Then our 
Local Autocorrelation Congruency measure is to check whether the histogram in 
this region has a distinctive peak. In our method, we compute the variance of the 
normalized bin values as our feature of Local Autocorrelation Congruency, i.e. 
94 = y&T{hist{9)}. (3.9) 
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3.2 Classification 
Using the defined blur features, our system consists of two steps. In the first step, 
we train a blur/nonblur classifier to discriminate different regions. This classifier is 
based on features proposed in Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3. Then, in the second 
step, the detected blurry regions are measured by Local Autocorrelation Congru-
ency in order to recognize the blur types. 
Given the list of features for discriminating unblurred and blurred regions, we 
apply the Bayes classifier: 
二 P{Blur\qi,q2,q3) 
”a P (Sharp \qi,q2,g3} 
=P(qi,q2,g3lBlur)P(Blur) (3 ！。） 
^(<71,92,93 I Sharp) P {Sharp)' . 
where P {Sharp | qi,q2,奶)，by the Bayes' rule, denotes the probability of labeling 
a region as "nonblur" given the defined features. Assuming the independence of 
different features, we simplify (3.10) to 
"a Sharp) ...P (93 I Sharp) • ( ) 
Then each conditional probability above is trained using the training image set. 
In the second step, we further classify blurred regions into "motion blur" and 
"focal blur", using our feature defined in Section 3.1.4. Conditional probabilities 
P (g4 I focal blur) and P (^ 4 | motion blur) are trained, and the blur type classifica-
tion is achieved by computing = P [QaI focal blur) /P [q^ | motion blur). 
Chapter 4 
Experiments and Results 
We describe our experiments in this section. In the first part, we construct training 
and testing datasets with manually labeled patches, and use them to test the accuracy 
of our patch classification algorithm. We also apply our algorithm to ranking the 
confidence of blur for an image. Finally, we experiment with partially blurred image 
segmentation. 
4.1 Blur Patch Detection 
We collect totally 100 partially blurred images and 100 unblurred images from 
photo sharing websites, such as Flickr.com and PBase.com, to form our dataset. 
In each category, half of the images are used for training and the other half are for 
testing. All the images are manually segmented into square patches. The size of 
each patch ranges from 50 x 50 to 500 x 500 pixels, which occupies 5% � 2 0 % 
of the size of the original images. Examples of images and patches in our datasets 
are shown in Fig. 4.1. Then we label each patch as one of the following three 
types: "sharp", "motion blur", or "focal blur". In total, we generated 290 focal blur 
patches, 217 motion blur patches, and 516 unblurred patches from training set and 
223, 139’ and 271 patches, respectively, from testing set. 
We evaluate the performance of our classifier using the Precision-Recall curve. 
Let N be the number of patches to be classified, f i be the label for patch i, and a.i 
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Figure 4.1: Selected examples of images (left) and manually labeled patches (right) 
from our datasets. (a) Partially focal blurred images and "focal blur" patches, (b) 
Partially motion blurred images and "motion blur" patches, (c) Sharp images and 
"sharp" patches. 
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be the ground truth label for patch i, we define the measurements as 
D „ |{i;/i = aikai = true}\ 
. . \{rji = aikai = true]\ Precision = rp： ：-. , \{i\Qi = true}\ 
Accuracy = .’ 人斤———. 
In the first step of our algorithm, patches labeled as "blur" are considered as true 
instances in evaluating blur/nonblur classifier whereas, in the second step, patches 
labeled as "motion" are considered as true in evaluating motion/focal blur classifier. 
For evaluating individual features in blur detection, we plot precision-recall 
curves to show the discriminatory power. Similar to the definition of rja, we set 
r]i 二 P (qi I Blur) /P (qi | Sharp), where i — {1, 2,3} and show in Fig. 4.2(a) 
the precision-recall curves for each blur metric 7/^  and the combined metric ？^  in 
classifying blur/nonblur regions. Our classifier rja, in general, is with the best per-
formance and achieves over 95% precision for low recall. Among our blur metrics, 
the feature of gradient magnitude span 772 shown in blue is the most discrimina-
tive one. This is not surprising since blurred patches rarely contain steep changes of 
intensities. Table 4.1 shows the maximum accuracy rate, as well as the overall accu-
racy rate calculated by averaging over all recall levels. The maximum accuracy rate 
76.98% for blur/nonblur classification is achieved when r]a = 0.4. This threshold is 
used later for our application of blur region recognition and segmentation. 
Classification Overall Maximum 
Tasks Accuracy Rate Accuracy Rate 
: B l u r / Nonblur 63.78% 一 76.98% 
Motion / Focal blur 65.45% 78.84% 
Table 4.1: Accuracy Rate on the testing dataset. 
In the second step, we test motion/focal blur classification using rjb. Fig. 4.2(b) 
shows the precision-recall curve. As listed in Table 4.1，the maximum accuracy rate 
is 78.84% when rjb = 1-3. This threshold is also used later for blur segmentation. 
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Figure 4.2: Precision-Recall curves of our classification, (a) Blur/nonblur classifi-
cation results. The curve corresponding to the classifier using rja is shown in red, 
whereas the curves for classifiers using r/i, 772, and 773’ are shown in green, blue, and 
purple, respectively, (b) Precision-Recall curve for motion/focal blur classification. 
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Because of the similarity of the blurred and low-contrast regions in natural im-
ages, our classification results inevitably contain errors. We examined incorrectly 
classified patches and found that the latent ambiguous texture or structure in patches 
is the main cause of errors. For example, Fig. 4.3(a) and (b) show patches wrongly 
classified as blurred regions due to the shadow or low contrast pixels. The patch in 
Fig. 4.3(c) is mistakenly classified as motion blur because of the strong directional 
structures. 
MHtIi 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.3: Examples of wrongly classified patches. 
4.2 Blur degree 
We introduce a method to measure the degree of blurriness of each images in this 
section. Our measurement and ranking of the degree of image blur is based on the 
same category of photographs. The patch-based blur detection and classification 
can serve as a foundation for ranking the degree of image blur. In experiments, we 
collect a set of flower pictures searched from Google and Flickr. Each image is 
segmented into patches with size 20 x 20. We rank each image by a blur confidence 
value defined proportional to the number of blurred regions in each image. Fig. 4.4 
shows the blur recognition results by our method where the blur confidence of each 
image increases from left to right, coincident with human visual perception. 
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Figure 4.4: Partial blur recognition for flower images. Images are shown in an 
ascending order in terms of the size of blurry regions. 
4.3 Blur Region Segmentation 
Our method can also be used in partially blurred image segmentation. Because 
the blur classification is performed on patches, we detect the blur information of 
one pixel by using a local patch centered at it. The spatial similarity of blur types 
for neighboring pixels is also considered by introducing a smoothness term similar 
to that defined in [62]. Combining the blur detection and the pair-wise blur type 
similarity, we construct a Markov Random Field for each image. The corresponding 
Gibbs energy is minimized by applying the Graph Cuts method [63]. 
We show one blur segmentation example of partially motion blurred image in 
Fig. 4.5, where (a) and (b) give a comparison of the segmentation results produced 
by the method described in [1] and our approach. Fig. 4.5(a) is acquired directly 
from paper [1]. With comparable segmentation results, our method do not need to 
infer the blur kernel and make the directional motion assumption. Our features are 
computed within patches of size 50 x 50 centered at each pixel. 
Another example of our segmentation results of low DoF images is shown in 
Fig. 4.6(b). We compare it to the segmentation result using method in [2], shown in 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of blur segmentation results for partially motion blurred 
images, (a) Blur segmentation result presented in [1]. (b) Our result on the same 
example without needing to infer the blur kernels. 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of segmentation results for partial-blurred low DoF images, 
(a) The segmentation result of a low DoF image using method in [2]. (b) Our result 
with more smooth segmentation boundaries. 
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Figure 4.7: Blur segmentation results for partially blurred images, (a) shows a 
challenging image example containing unblurred, motion blurred, and focal blurred 
regions, (d) Our segmentation result with unblurred regions in red, motion blurred 
region in yellow, and focal blurred regions in blue. 
Fig. 4.6(a). This method uses higher order statistics, i.e. the fourth-order moment of 
pixel variations in neighborhood, combined with morphological filters and adaptive 
thresholds to segment object of interest. Our segmentation result shows comparable 
performance in this case and more smooth segmentation boundaries. However, one 
thing to be clarified is that, since all the blur features we proposed are region-based, 
the precision level of our blur layer segmentation is highly depended on the patch 
size we used to calculated our features. In the example of Fig. 4.6，we use patches 
of size 10 X 10 to calculate all the features. 
Finally, we tried our method for the challenge work of segmenting images con-
taining both of the two types of blur. Fig. 4.7(a) is a challenge image example con-
taining unblurred, motion blurred, and focal blurred regions. We show in Fig. 4.7(b) 
that our method is able to partition an image into several segments with respect to 
different blur types. In this example, we apply our blur/nonblur classifier to first 
segment out the unblurred regions (shown in red in (b)) and then extract motion 
blurred regions (shown in yellow in (b)). Differently blurred regions are faithfully 
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segmented, indicating that our automatic method can serve as a reliable basis for 
many region-based image applications, such as motion estimation, content-based 
image retrieval, and object extraction. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Future Work 
In this thesis, we have proposed a partial-blur image detection and analysis frame-
work for automatically classifying whether one image contains blurred regions and 
what types of blur occur without needing to performing image deblurring. 
Several blur features, measuring image color, gradient, and spectrum informa-
tion, are utilized in a parameter training process in order to robustly classify blurred 
images. Extensive experiments show that our method works satisfactorily with chal-
lenging image data and can be applied to partial-blur image detection and blur seg-
mentation. Our method, in principal, provides a foundation for solving many blur-
oriented and region-based computer vision problems, such as content-based image 
retrieval, image enhancement, high-level image segmentation, and object extrac-
tion. 
Moreover, our features are extracted in local regions using the color-structure 
information relative to that collected globally in each image. We take account of 
the relative information between the patch and the image, which makes our feature 
analysis reliable in regard to the color-structure diversity in natural images. 
We construct extensive experiments with training and testing datasets with man-
ually labelled patches, and use them to test the accuracy of our patch classification 
algorithm. We also apply our algorithm to ranking the confidence of blur for an 
image. Finally, our algorithm is applied to solve the problem of partially blurred 
image segmentation. 
38 
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However, due to the similarity of the blurred and low-contrast regions in natu-
ral images, our classification results inevitably contain errors. So how to make our 
system work more robust is the main problem of future work. Other future works 
involve further utilizing the blur features to segment images into layers with differ-
ent blur extent, as well as applying different classification methodologies to make 
our classification results more effective and robust. 
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Appendix A 
Blurred Edge Analysis 
In the following, we give a detail analysis of the relationship between the blur di-
rection and edge direction. First we modelled focal blur and directional motion 
blur using different Gaussian filters, respectively. Then analysis of blurring effects 
on edges are given to show the relationship of edge direction and blur direction. 
Through our analysis and modelling of blurring effect, we can derive the following 
attributes of the blurring effect: 
A. The blurring effect of focal blur is isotropic, i.e. smoothing edges in every 
direction. 
B. The blurring effect of motion blur is anisotropic. Edges with the same direc-
tion as the motion direction will be the least affected, while edges perpendic-
ular to the motion direction will be blurred most severely. 
C. Since the blur kernel shows no effect when applying to a flat region without 
illuminance changes. So flat regions contain no useful information for blur 
detection. 
Let u{x), as shown in Fig. A. 1(a), be a step function along the y-axis. An edge 
is modelled as a step function S{x, y) 二 ^hA � + B of unknown amplitude A 
and pedestal offset B, where denotes a rotation of step function u{x) with 
the origin as rotation center by an angle ( � e — f ) ’ as shown in Fig. A. 1(b). 
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Figure A.l: Diagrams to illustrate the modelling of edges and the blur filters for 
focal and motion blur, (a) An illustration of 2D step function u{x) along the y-axis. 
(b) The 2D illustration of resulting from the rotation of u{x) by an angle 
[Of. — with the origin as rotation center. An edge with angle between the 
positive x-axis is modelled based on Also, the rotated coordinate system 
{x', y'), used in Equations (A.4) and (A.5), is shown in red. (c) An illustration of 
focal blur model, g{x, y, aj), in shape of a circularly symmetric Gaussian filter, 
(d) An illustration of motion blur model, g(x, y, Ef^"), which is an ellipse-shaped 
Gaussian filter, with angle 9m between its principle axis and the positive ;r-axis, 
denoting the overall motion direction. 
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For out-of-focus blur, if the aperture of the camera is near-circular, the image of 
any point source is a small disk, known as the Circle of Confusion(COC). An ac-
curate focal blur model should not only describe the diameter of COC, but also the 
intensity distribution within the COC. However, since the diameter of COC varies 
dramatically even between neighboring pixels if they are projected from sperate 3D 
points with different depth. So here we modelled the focal blur as an isotropic (i.e. 
circularly symmetric) Gaussian blur filter, g[x,y,aj) = of un-
known scale constant aj, as shown in Fig. A. 1 (c). Sensor noise n{x, y) is modelled 
as a stationary, additive, zero-mean white noise process with standard deviation (7 .^ 
The complete focal blurred edge model is thus: 
Sf{x,y) = S (x, y) * g {x, y, aj) + n{x, y) (A.l) 
� ( I \ -
- 7 7 ^ r f ^ - j ^ + 1 
2 L \ v 2 a f j . 
where * denote the convolution operator. 
Motion blur, on the other hand, is much more difficult to model. Since too many 
undeterminable factors involved in estimating the motion trajectory, we modelled 
motion blur using a generalized Gaussian blur filter, g(x, y�E^'), with covariance 
matrix 
( � — 0 1 —1 
^ r n = RiOrrf • /?(‘） （A.2) 
\ L 0 <J / 
where R{Orn) is the rotation matrix which rotate the Gaussian filter by a counter-
clockwise angle 6m, and � c r ^ ^ . As illustrated in Fig. A. 1(d) that, motion 
blur is modelled as an ellipse-shaped Gaussian with an angle 9m between its princi-
ple axis and the positive x-axis. 6>川 here is introduced to reflect the overall motion 
direction. And the blur shape may change gradually from ellipse, and long ellipse 
to slim column if we keep increasing the ratio of cr^^/cr^y. The complete motion 
blurred edge model is thus: 
Srnix, y) = S{x, y) * g{x, y, E^-) + n(x, y) (A.3) 
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If we first rotate the coordinate of Sf{x,y) and Srn{x,y) by angle {9e — 7r/2) 
to get Sf{x',y') and Sm.{oc\y'), and take the first order derivative of Sf{x',y') and 
Sra{x ' ,y ' ) with respect to x' and y', according to the differentiation property of 
convolution, we have the gradient response 
ra:'{x',y',af) = —Sf{x',y') 
-Q 
= - ^ A u { x ' ) *g(x'’y',aj) 
= 巧 （A.4) 
= ^ ^ e 部 ' 2 
where rf 二 sin^ Oa'^^y + cos^ Ga^, and 9 = Gm - Oe + 7r/2. Both 7v(;e'，j/', 07) 
and rx>(x', y', E ^ ' ) will attain their maxima on the ^'-axis(Noise is not consider 
here). However, the blurring extent of gradient magnitude, which can be considered 
as the descending speed away from maxima points, is different between motion 
blur and focal blur. If we examine the distribution of these two gradient responses, 
they resemble Gaussian distributions up to a scale of a standard deviation. So the 
variance can be used to measure the blurring extent. We find that for focal blur, 
the variance of , y', aj) only depend on the variance of focal blur 07，which 
means the heavier the focal blur, the heavier the edge would blur. However, for 
motion blur, the variance of r^'iz', y\ cry) depend on a factor rj, which is jointly 
decided by Q i^,以e’ (^ mx and a my. We further analyze the distribution of if 
r/2 = sin^ Oal^y + cos^ Oal^^ 
=^Lj + (^L -心j) cos2 e 
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It follows the distribution of cos^ 6. Since we have � o f " y ’ as defined in 
Equation (A.2), we can see that the value of if is in the range of o-'^ r^ ]^. It 
reaches its maxima crj议 when 6 — mr, and minima af^y when 9 = n7r + 7r/2, where 
n G Z. This is easy to understand. When 9 = mr, i.e. Om —没e = mr + 7r/2, we 
have the motion blur filter which motion direction is perpendicular to the direction 
of the edge, thus it will cause the strongest blurring effect to the edge, with the 
maximum variance i f . On the other hand, when 0 = im -{- 7r/2, i.e. Om — 0^ = nir, 
we have the motion blur filter with the same motion direction as the direction of the 
edge. Thus the blurring effect to the edge would be the least noticeable, with the 
minimum variance if to the gradient response. 
From the analysis of blurred edges above, we can see that our conclusions on 
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